Free Will Baptist Foundation Prerequisites & Qualifying Criteria
Applicant and Recipient of grant must hold membership in the National Association of Free Will Baptist, Inc. according to Article II in NAFWB Constitution. q
Grant funds requested not used for operational general/annual funding nor emergency relief. q YES q NO
If a previous grant recipient, a thorough accounting of funds awarded and status of project has been provided. q YES q NO
Applicant and Recipient of grant is in good financial standing regarding any loan from FWB Foundation. q YES q NO
A "NO" from any of the previous questions disqualifies the applicant from consideration.

YES

q

NO

Free Will Baptist Foundation Rubric for Grants

5 pts.

10 pts.

15 pts.

20 pts.

Denominationally Essential
The idea supports 1 of 4 denominational The idea supports 2 of 4 denominational The idea supports 3 of 4 denominational
The idea completely supports the
grant request supports the work of the
essentials: mission, doctrine, growth, or essentials: mission, doctrine, growth, or essentials: mission, doctrine, growth, or
mission, doctrine, growth, and
Free Will Baptist value system &
expansion of denominational values.
expansion of denominational values.
expansion of denominational values.
expansion of denominational values.
moves denominational work forward.
Innovative Solution
The idea possess innovation that is
The idea possesses little innovation in The idea may be more common but is still
The idea may not be unique but
grant request creatively addresses
unique not previously adressed in
uniqueness and application.
needed.
addressess the proposed solution.
ministry needs & expands discipleship
this manner.
Less than standard approach.
Standard approach
Innovative approach.
efforts into the future.
Innovative/unique approach.
Greater Impact
grant request yields the largest
expansion of gospel presentation,
discipleship, & ministry to people.

The idea directly impacts up to 100 or
the idea has churchwide reach with its actual
usage (not as defined by the church's ability
to inadvertedly affect citywide or beyond).

The idea directly impacts 100-999 or
the idea has citywide reach with its actual
usage (not as defined by people who are
impacted by idea may inadvertedly go
citywide or beyond).

The idea directly impacts 1000-5,000 or
the idea has statewide reach with its actual
usage (not as defined by people who are
impacted by idea may inadvertedly go
statewide or beyond).

The idea diretly impacts 5,000 plus or
the idea has nationwide/worldwide
reach with its actual usage (not as
defined by people who are impacted by
idea may inadvertedly go
nationwide/worldwide).

Long-Term Implications
The implications of grant would still be in The implications of grant would still be in The implications of grant would still be in The implications of grant would still
grant request results in the largest
effect for 5 years or less.
effect 5-10 years.
effect 10-20 years.
be in effect 20 plus years.
longevity of ministry advancement &
Affects less than one generation.
Affects the current generation.
Affects 1-2 generations.
Affects 2 or more generations.
growth.
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